
RELEASE NOTES 

For Implementing the 6-Month DTS  
 
 
 
 
 

6-Month DTS 

(SIR #4) This data transformation service or DTS is dependent on the availability of a user interface, 
called DTS Agent, to execute.  This user interface utilizes a database to house and store working files. 
 
This DTS creates two output files.  Detail on this DTS is documented in the Functional Requirements 
document.  Please note that the DTS is dependent on data collected in the prior file.  Ending numbers 
from the previous file are used as starting or beginning numbers on the current file. 
 
To execute this DTS from the DTS Agent, 

1. Click Start=>Programs=>Accenture=>DTS Agent=>DTS Agent.  The application or user interface 
window opens. 

2. Highlight the DTS name (e.g., 6-Month Statistical Export). 
3. Click the Execute DTS button. The form changes and presents the Dynamic Parameters tab. 
4. Enter the Values of the Dynamic Parameters needed for this run.   

a. gCounty = 79 
b. gCurrCntyFile = Enter the name of the new County output file. 
c. gCurrPath = Enter the name of Path for the new output file. 
d. gCurrPrctFile = Enter the name of the new Precinct output file. 
e. gEndDate = Enter the last date of the 6-month period. 
f. gPrevPath = Enter the name of the path for the previous 6-month Precinct file. 
g. gPrevPrctFile = Enter the name of the previous 6-month Precinct file.   
h. gStartDate = Enter the start date of the 6-month period. 
i. gYear = Enter the year of the gEndDate value. 

5. Click the Execute button to create the output file. 
6. Click the Close button when finished. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RELEASE NOTES 
For Upgrading to GIS Export  

 
 
 
 
 

GIS Export DTS 
(SIR #95) This data transformation service or DTS is dependent on the availability of a user interface, 
called DTS Agent, to execute.  This user interface utilizes a database to house and store working files. 
 
This DTS creates one output file.  Detail on this DTS is documented in the Functional Requirements 
document. This DTS offers two flavors of data.   

A. Voter Participation – Designate an Election ID for the desired election.  This option populates 
selected fields in the output file related to voter participation. 

B. Voter Registration – Leave the Election ID field blank to obtain voter registration data.  In this 
option, fields related to voter participation are left blank in the output file.   

 
To execute this DTS from the DTS Agent, 

1. Click Start=>Programs=>Accenture=>DTS Agent=>DTS Agent.  The application or user interface 
window opens. 

2. Highlight the DTS name (e.g., Shelby GIS Export). 
3. Click the Execute DTS button. The form changes and presents the Dynamic Parameters tab.  

Define these parameters: 
a. gElectionID = If desired, enter the Election ID found on the Election screen within ESM 

for the desired election.  Leave blank if participation is not required for this run. 
b. gOutputFile = Designate the file name for the output file. 
c. gOutputPath = Designate the path for the output file. 

4. Click the Execute button to create the output file. 
5. Click the Close button when finished. 
6. Exit the DTS Agent user interface. 

 
 
 

 



RELEASE NOTES 

For Upgrading to RPL v2.6.006 
 
 
 
 
 

RPL v2.6.006 
1. (SIR #29) Lengthen the CorrQueueID (bar code) on the Absentee Ballot Label to 

accommodate a larger value.  Shelby’s historical quantity of correspondences outgrew 
the original length of this field. 

2. (SIR #48) Modified the body of the TN-Letter to Officers (47157-POW-005-L) to reflect 
new content. 

3. (SIR #79) Corrected the Precinct Personnel Report found on the Report Menu for Poll 
Workers.  This report now includes data recorded in column 3 on the Parameters tab of 
the election record.   

4. (SIR #86) Added a secondary report header for Voter Applications Statistics (VOT-
008-C).  This change required adding custom components into the RPL. 

5. (SIR #102) Lengthened Reg Date on the Voter ID Card to accommodate all dates. 
6. (SIR #109) Lengthen the Voter ID Number on the TN-Participating Voters (Without 

Party) (ELE-003-L).  This field will now show the maximum length of 12 characters. 
7. (SIR #130) Created a new report titled Registered Voters by Age (47157-VOT-009-L).  

This report is located on the Voters Report Menu.  This demographical report totals 
voters by precinct and age group.  It is not a participation report.   

8. (SIR #133) Modified the Household Mailing Label to view physical addresses with 5 or 
9-digit zip codes as the same household.  The example provided to the Support Desk 
was 1188 Abbeville St, Collierville, TN.  One of the voters had a zip code of 38017 while 
another used 38017-1102.  ESM will now produce one label printing the 9-digit zip where 
available on one or more within the household.   

9. (SIR #139) Enhanced the poll book layout to include voter signatures in the lower right-
hand corner of each voter record. 

10. (SIR #145) Added Vote Location as a Report Option to the five custom turnout reports.  
The reports are:  

a. TN-All Voter Turnout Statistics by Age (ELE-007-L) 
b. TN-Election Turnout Statistics by Race and Sex (ELE-001-L) 
c. TN-Election Turnout Statistics by Race, Sex & Party (ELE-002-L) 
d. TN-Female Voter Turnout Statistics Report by Age (ELE-004-L) 
e. TN-Male Voter Turnout Statistics Report by Age (ELE-005-L) 

11. (SIR #147) Modified the contact phone numbers listed in the body of the TN-Election 
Inspector Availability Letter. 

12. (SIR #148) Modified the contact phone numbers listed in the body of the TN-Election 
Officer Availability Letter. 


